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In June 2022, GOHS hired archivist Marcus Dirr to continue the digitization of our Women’s History Collection at the Oneonta History Center. From June to August, Dirr digitized sections of four major collections: 1) The Jesse Jenks Collection, including teaching certificates and correspondence; 2) The AAUW Collection, including all AAUW yearbooks in the collection, selected correspondence, photographs, and newsletters; 3) The DAR Collection, including yearbooks, constitutions and bylaws, pamphlets, and photographs; and 4) The Perseverance Lodge 96 (Ladies’ Auxiliary to the Brotherhood of Railway Trainmen), including some programs and memorabilia.

Once funding for the digitization work was expended, Dirr worked with SCRLC to complete the collection descriptions and metadata associated with the digitized collections and upload these materials onto the NY Heritage database.

GOHS thanks SCRLC and Claire Lovell for support for this project and for helping with the uploading of the digitized materials.